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## Latest and greatest system support

- **macOS**
  - 10.10 (Yosemite), 10.11 (El Capitan), 10.12 (Sierra), 10.13 (High Sierra)

- **Windows**
  - Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

- **Adobe® Illustrator®**
  - CS6, CC 2015.3, CC 2017, CC 2018 (all 64-bit)
Enhancements for KeyShot export

- Now supporting KeyShot v7, released August 2, 2017
- Enter the export resolution for textures when exporting to KeyShot:

![KeyShot v7 Export Resolution](image)
Image Sequence: user selectable quality setting

- Export > Image Sequence: offers Artwork Quality setting like Export > TIFF
  - Higher settings take longer to export but better quality; lower settings are quicker but lower quality
  - Choose the best setting for the resolution of the movie you intend to create
Export > TIFF image: when working in Designer Quality the Creative Cloud
Working RGB profile is used (Studio previously used the monitor profile of OS)

- **Benefit**: consistent color output, regardless of which machine is used to export to TIFF
- **Possible side effect**: there may be a difference between the colors in the Illustrator document and what you see in the Studio window

Change to color management for TIFF export